For what reasons and to what effects do Terry Pratchet and Markus Zusak employ characterization and narration in Mort and The Book Thief respectively? (Studies in Language and Literature, Category 1)
How is death explored in Terry Pratchet’s *Mort* and Markus Zusak’s *The Book Thief*?
To what extent are warnings on cigarette advertisements and packaging effective in dissuading smokers from smoking? (Studies in Language and Literature, Category 3)
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Why do cigarette warnings use such horrific images?
To what extent were foreign influences the main cause in the Khmer Rouge’s rise to power in Cambodia in 1975? (History)
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How was the Khmer Rouge guilty of war crimes for the Killing Fields?
Which factors influence risk-taking behaviour in adolescents more: biological factors or social factors? (Psychology)
Why do teenagers take more risks than adults?
To what degree has the introduction of Uber in Amsterdam challenged employment laws in the Netherlands? (Business Management)
How has Uber disrupted the taxi market in Amsterdam since its arrival?
What is the optimal amount of ethylene for ripening bananas in sea containers? (Biology)
What are the effects of temperature on fruit that is ripening by ethylene?
To what extent are hexagon dimple patterns on golf balls more effective for weaker golfers? (Physics)
How do different dimple patterns on golf balls affect ball flight? (Physics)
To what extent does the musical language of Andrew Lloyd Weber take inspiration from classical opera of the eighteenth century? (Music)
Are modern-day musicals inspired by opera?
In what ways should the practices of American pharmaceutical and agriculture industries change in order to reduce an increasing resistance to antibiotics? (World Studies: Economics, Biology: health and development)
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Are Americans becoming more resistant to antibiotics?
To what degree has the reintroduction of wolves in Wyoming been successful for both its economy and ecosystems? (Environmental Systems and Societies)
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Has the reintroduction of wolves in Wyoming been a success?